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Fundamental Terms

What is a Network?
Set of devices connected together so that they can share
information

• Devices usually refer to computers, “computer networks”
• Carry out a large number of tasks through the sharing of
this information
▪ Communicating using email, video, messaging etc
▪ Sharing devices such as printers and scanners
▪ Sharing File and software
▪ Allowing users to easily access and maintain
• Basis of communications in IT

Basic Types of Network
• Local Area Networks (LAN)
• Wide Area Networks (WAN)
• Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN)
• Enterprise Private Networks
• Backbone Networks (BBN)
• Global Area Networks (GAN)

Key Networking Terms
• Open/Closed system
• IP (internet protocol) address

• MAC address
• Port

• Nodes
• Network packets
• Routers/Switches
• Network address translation (NAT)
• Dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP)
• Internet service providers (ISP)

Network Characteristics
• Topology: The geometric arrangement of
a computer system. Common topologies
include a bus, star, and ring.

• Protocol: The protocol defines a common
set of rules and signals that computers on
the network use to communicate.

• Architecture: Networks can be broadly
classified as using either a peer-to-peer or
client/server architecture.

Serial Networks

Serial Network/Interface
Sequential communication

Advantage:
▪
▪
▪

Uses less number of conduction wires
Supports long distance (within limits)
Simple interface hence easy to implement

Disadvantages:
▪ Slow speed/Limited Bandwidth
▪ Single Protocol Support

Serial Topologies
• Point-to-point

• Muti-Drop

Protocols

DNP 3.0 Protocol

What is DNP?
DNP – Distributed Network Protocol (IEEE Std 1815)
•

Originally designed and used over serial where bandwidth was
limited
•RS485 most common usage

•Ethernet now standard (larger bandwidth)
•

Now includes Secure Authentication

•

Mostly used in Electric utilities and industrial

•

Master – Slave Protocol

•

Competing standards include older Modbus and newer IEC
61850

DNP - Features
• Address capability over 65,000 devices and
4,000,000,000 data points of each data type

• Broadcast Messages
• Configuration / File Transfer

• Time of Day and Date Synchronization
• Time-Stamped Event Data
• Data Priority Levels By Classes

DNP over Ethernet
Embeds “serial” DNP data packet in either
a TCP or UDP data packet
ADU Data Packet

Modbus Protocol

Modbus
•Designed and used over serial for PLCs
•RS485 most common usage
•Modern Implementations can operate over Ethernet
•Mostly used industrial
•Master – Slave Protocol
•Development still active via the Modbus Organization
(modbus.org)
•Modbus Security Protocol (blend of Modbus with TLS)

Modbus Features
•

Can Address up to 254 slaves

•

Data accessed via register addresses

•

Data is addressed via 2-byte registers

•

Each packet can transmit up to 120 registers

•

Registers accessed sequentially

Modbus TCP/IP
Embeds “serial” Modbus data packet a TCP
Packet
ADU Data Packet

IEC61850 Introduction

What is IEC61850?
•

IEC61850 is the international standard for substation/plant automation
systems.

•

It defines the communication between devices in the substation or facility and
the related system requirements.

•

It supports all automation functions and their engineering.

•

The technical approach makes IEC61850 flexible and future-proof.

•

Applicable in areas of automation such as control and monitoring.

•

Defined entirely on Ethernet – does not support serial

Ethernet Networks

Ethernet Network Communications
Historic Perspective:
Trend along the history of protective relaying - continuous addition
of features with the purpose of:
•
•
•

Increased protection reliability
Faster protection
More selective protection

This trend triggered a continuous evolution of the communications
infrastructure
•
•
•

First: point-to-point communications between transmission line
terminals
Later: system wide networks with fixed architectures and manually
configured paths
More recently: the Ethernet
• Use of the TCP/IP stack, based on the OSI model

Ethernet Network Communications Architectures
Ethernet Benefits:
May carry a mixture of traffic types:
• It replaces bundles of dedicated communications lines
• A variety of packet types are sharing the same media
• Flexibility and Easy deployment
Well standardized:
• Common mechanisms for access
• Devices from different vendors can communicate
• Interoperability

HTTP
DNP

•
•
•

FTP

Modbus

IED

Mature
Low cost
High speed
(100Mbps/1G)

Networking Media
Popular Physical Medias for Ethernet
▪ Twisted Pair Copper Cable

▪Unshielded (distance up 100m) – UTP
▪Shielded (distance up to 150m) – STP

▪ Fiber Optic

▪Common wavelengths are 820, 1300, and 1550nm
▪Multi-mode (distance up to 2km)
▪Single-mode (distance up to 70km)

▪ Ethernet Interfaces

▪Speed (Megabits per second, or Gigabits per second)
▪Modulation Type (Base)
▪Physical Interface (T or TX is Twisted Pair, FL or FX is Fiber)

Networking Media
▪ Twisted Pair Copper
▪Easier to terminate
▪Lower installation costs
▪Susceptible to electrical noise
▪Distance limited to 100 to 150 meters in length
▪Auto-negotiation available on Ethernet Switch and
IED (often called 10/100BaseT)

▪ Fiber Optic
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Offered in Multi-mode and Single-mode
Longer distances (2km to 70km)
Immune to electrical noise
While more difficult to terminate, is available as
prefabricated cables
Must select the proper hardware (connector and data
rate) on IEDs and Ethernet Switches

Networking Topologies
Star Architecture
▪
▪
▪
▪

A single point of failure causes a loss of communication
Additional Ethernet switches are required for redundancy
Network recovery times are approximately 3-5ms per
Ethernet switch
A Redundant Star architecture provides higher availability,
but requires extra hardware

Networking Topologies
Mesh Architecture
▪

▪

Multiple points of failure are required before a loss of
communications
Additional cabling is required

Networking Topologies
Ring Architecture
▪
▪
▪
▪

By its design, provides network redundancy
By using proprietary techniques, has a failure recovery time
of 5 milliseconds per Ethernet switch or hop
The most cost effective solution
We will discuss configuration of a ring architecture or
topology using RSTP later

Networking Topologies
Architecture using Discrete Ethernet Switches
▪

▪
▪

▪

Requires one Ethernet
switch for approximately
(12) IEDs when using
redundant fiber optic
communications
Requires extensive pointto-point Ethernet cabling
Requires physical space to
mount the external
Ethernet switches
Several Ethernet Switches
to configure

Networking Topologies
Efficient Architecture - Integrated Ethernet Switch in IED
▪
▪

▪
▪

Reduction in network
connections, cabling and
hardware
IED is internally connected
to the Ethernet switch
through internal hardware
Integrated Ethernet Switch
has discrete power supply
input
Last IED can be connected
to the first IED to create a
redundant ring network
that is self-healing (HSR)

Networking Topologies
Connecting Serial Devices to Network
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Port serial sever converts serial RS-485 or RS-232 signals into TCP/IP
over Ethernet, such as Modbus, DNP (Distributed Network Protocol)
protocols or any other serial protocol
Communication with many devices using multiple serial ports (for
example – 128 serial devices)
Each serial port can have
different serial baud rate of
up to 115kbps
Individual “TCP port” settings
used for each serial port
Single IP address in the port
serial server
Some port serial servers
include integrated managed
Ethernet switch with copper
and/ or fiber Ethernet
connectors

Networking Topologies
Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP)
▪

Ethernet Switches connected in a ring

▪

Need to detect the failure and to re-configure
the communication paths

▪

RSTP sends out messages to the various
nodes in the network to detect the broken
paths and to then perform the reconfiguration

▪

A unique requirements for the protection and
control industry is to be able to “quickly”
recover from network problems

▪

X

Proprietary implementations can operate in
the 3 to 5 ms per Ethernet switch time frame
For the network shown here - Recovery occurs in less that 20ms

Networking Topologies
Link Detection/Link Loss Technology – Ethernet Switch
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Transmit ports of Ethernet device, when idle, always send “Link Pulses”
These pulses are used to detect basic connectivity as well as device
communication capability
If a receiver loses link, implies a problem and need to switch to any
alternate communication paths
Upon detection of broken transmit fiber,
Ethernet switch ceases sending a link pulse to
IED’s receive fiber cable, allowing the IED to
switch to its secondary port quickly
Allows protective relays or IEDs to recover
from situations where only one of the two fiber
cables connected to the IED is damaged
Seamless switching to IED’s secondary port
under all network fault conditions
Implemented with both 10Mbps and 100Mbps
fiber ports

Networking Topologies
Ethernet Over Wireless Considerations
▪

▪
▪
▪

Use of Ethernet over radios (unlicensed and licensed) is very cost effective
way to transport secure information from remote locations that cannot
be connected with direct fiber due to budget restraints or terrain
Distances of approximately 15-30 miles
Data rates from 0.1 to 9Mbps
Field utility and industrial applications exist today using Ethernet over
radios interfaced with Ethernet based IEDs for data and control

Networking Topologies
Ethernet Over SONET Considerations
▪

▪
▪
▪

Many utility and industrial locations have implemented SONET networks
(Synchronous Optical NETworks) that multiplex many forms of
information such as video, voice, serial data, Ethernet data (10, 100, and
1000 Mb speeds) and I/O (teleprotection)
If your company has a SONET network that you have a high bandwidth
backbone that can support high speed Ethernet networks
For example at OC-3, one would have a 155Mbps – capable of hosting
multiple 10Mb or one 100Mb Ethernet networks.
Capability exists to connect Ethernet over radios to SONET system

Networking Topologies
Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs)

Example of three separate VLANs on the same Ethernet Switch

Networking Topologies
Priority using Quality of Service (QoS)
▪

When processed in an Ethernet switch, the message with the “highest”
priority is moved to the front of the queue as shown below:

To IED
Ethernet Switch

Port 5

15 sec
Port 1
New

Port 2

Port 3

Port 6
New1
Msg
Msg 1
2
3
Msg 2
4
Msg 3
Msg 4
Port 4

New “high priority” message for Port 6

Networking Topologies
Redundant Networks or Redundant IED Ports Considerations
▪
▪

▪

It is common in most industrial facilities to
Ethernet2
have a single point connection from the IED to
the network
Ethernet1
As IEC61850 GOOSE messaging is becoming
more widely used in both industrial and utility
applications, reliability of these critical
messages could be improved by using
redundant Ethernet networks, redundant
power supplies on the Ethernet switches and
redundant fiber optic Ethernet ports on the
Ethernet
IEDs
When IEC61850 GOOSE messaging is used for
Switch
protective functions, reliability and redundancy
of the communication network should bear the Primary
Back-Up
same considerations as the reliability and
redundancy of the protective IEDs

Network Redundancy
Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP)
Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP) Architecture
switch
LAN A

switch

switch

LAN B

switch

switch

switch

node node

node

node node node node

DANP: Double Attached Node implementing PRP

Networking Topologies
Redundant Networks or Redundant IED Ports Considerations
Per IEEE Power System Relaying Committee Working
Group WG119 report, the following recommendations
are made when using IEC61850 for critical applications:
“1. Connect multiple switches in a ring, so that there are at
least two paths from any switch port used by a relay to
any other such switch port. Ethernet switches include
the failover service called rapid spanning tree protocol
(RSTP) by which the switches discover and use a normal
or default message path without circulating messages
forever in a loop – one link in the loop is blocked to
achieve this. If the ring suffers a break or if one switch
fails, the switches can detect the path loss and
immediately set up new routing of messages by
unblocking the spare path to maintain communications.
2. Many GOOSE-capable relays have primary and failover
communications ports. Provide two switches or switch
groups within the redundant Set A, and also in Set B.
Connect the relay’s primary port to one switch or switch
group, and connect the relay’s failover port to the other
switch group.”

Primary
Ethernet
Port
Secondary
Ethernet
Port

Networking Devices
Hardened for Industrial Environment
▪

Ensure Ethernet Switch complies with required certifications and major
International Standards for use in harsh environments – no different
than a relay

Networking Diagnostics
▪

Recommended to use the self-test alarm contact of the Ethernet switch
and wire it to a SCADA or DCS alarm

▪

One may also consider wiring the Ethernet switch self test alarm contact
into an input contact of a nearby protective relay

▪

Wire the alarm outputs of those Ethernet switches on Network A to
protective relays on Network B and vice versa

▪

Network A and Network B Ethernet switches and protective relays be
fused separately and if possible powered from different sources

▪

Both software (SNMP – Simple Network Management Protocol) and
hardware alarms are available on Ethernet Switches

Device Time Synchronization
SNTP – Simple Network Time Protocol
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Synchronizing the clocks of computer
systems or IEDs
Timing accuracy of SNTP is approximately
1ms while direct connected IRIG-B signal
is 1 μs accuracy
IED can obtain clock time over an
Ethernet network
IED acts as SNTP client to receive time
values from an SNTP/NTP server
Very efficient method of setting all the
IEDs on network to the same time, which
benefits for post event analysis
Not to be used with Synchrophasors
applications. Must direct connect to DC
shift IRIG-B GPS time sync signal directly
In near future, IEEE-1588 will allow 1 μs
absolute timing accuracy via Ethernet

Device Time Synchronization
PTP – Precision Time Protocol (IEEE 1588)
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Synchronizing the clocks of computer
systems or IEDs
Timing accuracy <1 μs
IED can obtain clock time over an
Ethernet network
Performed thru message transactions
between IEDs
Hardware based
Network Delay correction
Supports VLAN and Priority
Can be used for Syncrophasors

Testing Tools
▪

PING command
ping ipaddress or ping ipaddress -t

▪

IPCONFIG command

▪

Ethereal (changing to WireShark)

http://www.sisconet.com/downloads/mms_ethereal_install_v120.exe

IEC61850

IEC61850 Scope

61850-7-3
Common Data

61850-9
Process Bus

V,I, Status

IEC61850 Addresses All Aspects of Substation
Communication and Configuration

IEC61850 Objectives
• Interoperability
• The ability of IEDs of different manufacturers to exchange
information and use information for their own purpose

Information
To cover all the information in substations/facilities
–

Down to small digital units for driving the processes,
which include digital transducers or sensors, and
actuators located close to the processes.

Long Term Stability
The standard shall be future proof…It
should be able to accommodate evolving
communication technology and system
requirements

IEC61850 System Architecture
Engineering Station

HMI
To EMS/DMS/SCADA

NERC CIP
SECURITY BOUNDARY

Station
Interface

WAN

- Launchpad
- Viewpoint Engineer
- Viewpoint
Maintenance

Station LAN (IEC61850 Station Bus)

UR

Process
Interface

Enervista Tools

Viewpoint
Monitoring

Brick

UR

Brick

Brick

UR

Brick

PROCESS BUS, IE 61850

Brick

Brick

IEC61850 - ‘Peer-to-Peer’ Messaging
or GOOSE Message

X
Now 5ms!

• IEC61850 100Mbps LAN Response time:
• UR Relay 1 Response time =
• UR Relay 2 Response time =
• Add Input Recognition Time =
• Add Output Operation Time =

2 - 4 ms
2 ms
2 ms
0 - 2 ms
2 - 4 ms
8 - 14 ms

IEC61850 “Peer-to-Peer” GOOSE Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breaker Failure Initiate to Other Breaker
Broadcast a Trip Message to All Feeder Breakers
High Speed Bus Transfer (Main-Tie-Main)
Switching Set Groups
Minimum wiring required on a
Load Shedding
IEC61850 relay, such as F60,
Upstream Relay Tripping & Blocking
F35, G30, T60, D60, L90, etc:
• 3 phase & ground
Bus Protection
currents
Relay Voting
• 3 phase bus voltages
Reclose Initiation
• 1 or 2phase line voltages
Underfrequency Load Shedding
• 52a contact
Transfer Tripping
• TOC contact
Remote Start/Stop Commands
• Trip output
• Close output
Blocking Schemes
Significant Cost Savings (Less Control Wire)
High Degree of Flexibility

IEC61850 Applications
Bus Protection (Blocking Scheme)
Feeder IEDs:
Send “Block” GOOSE to TRANSFORMER
IED if OC pickup on feeder

BLOCK
UR-T60
Transformer IED

UR-F60
Feeder IED

Substation/Facility LAN: 100 Mbps Ethernet
(Single or Dual Redundant Fiber)

UR-F60
Feeder IED

UR-F60
Feeder IED

IEC61850 Applications
Bus Protection (Blocking Scheme)
Transformer IED:
TRIP if no Block GOOSE from any Feeder
IED

TRIP
UR-T60
Transformer IED

UR-F60
Feeder IED

Substation/Facility LAN: 100 Mbps Ethernet
(Single or Dual Redundant Fiber)

UR-F60
Feeder IED

UR-F60
Feeder IED

Benefits of IEC61850
•

High-level services enable self-describing devices & automatic object discovery
saving $ in configuration, setup and maintenance.

•

Standardized naming conventions with power system context eliminates device
dependencies and tag mapping saving $ in configuration setup, and
maintenance.

•

Standardized configuration file formats enables exchange of device
configuration saving $ in design, specification, configuration setup, and
maintenance.

•

Higher performance multi-cast messaging for inter-relay communications
enables functions not possible with hard wires and save $ in wiring and
maintenance.

•

Multi-cast messaging enables sharing of transducer (CT/PT) signals saving $ by
reducing wiring and connection costs

•

Saving
Self-test diagnostics when
problems occur or devicesCost
are off-line

Summary
▪

Over the past decade, Ethernet has become a popular networking
technology because of its low cost, high bandwidth, and versatile support
of multiple protocols and services

▪

There are numerous network topologies that can be implemented and
the best topology is a ring

▪

Redundant ring networks, redundant fiber optic ports on IEDs and
redundant power supplies can be used for critical protection applications
in the substation and industrial facility

▪

Ethernet switch functions such as Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP),
Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs), Quality of Service (QoS) and Link Loss
Alert allow utility and industrial protective engineers to create networks
with high reliability and availability

